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Once upon a time, in many, many years ago, somewhere on the world’s
edge, was settled a kingdom, called Wooster’s. The most important person of
the Wooster’s kingdom was king Edred, he had got married queen Manice,
and they both got the most beautiful daughter in the world, Adan. When
princess Adan became 18, king Edred decided to wed her with already
promised groom. However, a young lady was already in love with one of the
ignoble peasant, so her father tried to advance agreed weddings.
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Once, accidently, the king heard Adan and ignoble peasant’s
conversation, Satif was his name. King Edred found out that they are planning
to escape out of the kingdom, and live long and happily together. He did not
try to lecture his daughter, even did not tell to his wife, but hoped secretly
ruin their intentions. King’s thoughts were very cruel.
Then the day came to eliminate the young peasant, king Edred felt not
oneself, he did not talk to anybody, did not eat anything, avoided for everyone
and everything, he wanted to be outcast. In the evening, king Edred got up
and went towards Satif’s house. He glanced through the window and saw his
daughter happily palavering with the ignoble. He could not let himself harm his
beloved child, so went down and gave in to their love.
On the next day, king Edred summoned noble council meeting and
legislated new law, which allowed noble to marry ignoble and vice versa.
When the king was going out of the congress hall, his daughter, Adan, hugged
him so strongly, that looked he might explode. Two months after that, the
Wooster’s kingdom held the most beautiful, ever seen gala weddings. The
princess and a new prince had the luckiest day in their lives, whereas residents
of the kingdom celebrated like never before.
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Sometimes, our lives have many struggles. This time, it happened to
our young character, who was seriously addicted to drugs. Our character,
whose name is not very important, had to murder a prince, one of the most
important figure of the kingdom. Unfortunately, he did what he was asked to
do, and was imprisoned after was caught. He had to spend all his life behind
the bars in worst possible living conditions: nobody respected, despised,
threatened to kill him of what he did. Food was also very miserable, just bread
and water three times a day, and only on the big occasions, milk and
semolina.
Days went on, and it was too much of such life. Our character decided
to escape out of the prison. He took a spoon and started to scratch, deeper
and deeper into the walls. It was not easy task, but people used to do crazy
things for freedom. After a while, when he managed to escape, a young
character became an ordinary peasant of the kingdom. He was very hardworking and devoted to his new life. Everybody noticed it, including princess
Adan. She was fascinated by his kindness and fell in love so deeply, that
convinced her father, king Edred, let them marry.
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After a while, the prince and the princess decided to take control, and
rule the kingdom. Being in power they faced with some struggles, but it was
nothing comparing with love to each other, so they lived happily ever after.
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